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2018 Season Kicks Off
All Burdekin mills got 2018 crushing operations underway last Tuesday with Invicta B side commencing the earliest at 6.45am
followed by Inkerman A side at 9.40am, Pioneer 10am and Kalamia at 11am.
The first weeks crushing has been peppered with the usual hiccups and issues of a first week that impacts mill performance and
subsequently throughput.
Inkerman’s B side had choking and electrical issues that restricted the weeks throughput; Invicta’s B side dropped out for about a
day with superheater problems
and blackout issues. Loadings at Invicta have been reduced today due to a power blackout overnight and also at Pioneer due to
No. 2 Boiler ID Fan tripping overnight.
The one bright light from the first week’s crushing has been the improved CCS levels of more than unit in some mill areas when
compared to last year.
Invicta weekly average CCS was 13.22 compared to 12.07 last year; Pioneer 13.35 compared to 12.57; Kalamia 13.62 compared
to 12.34 and Inkerman 13.5 compared to 12.07 last year.

SRA Board Burdekin Visit

The SRA Board met with CBL directors last
week when they visited the Burdekin as part of
their regional Board meetings program. The
SRA Board hold six meetings per year, with
three of these in a regional location, which
allows them to meet with investors,
stakeholders, and staff to discuss research
activities and requirements in the region. The
SRA board last visited the Burdekin in 2016.
During last week's visit, discussion included the
SRA soil health project, the use of unmanned
aerial vehicles in the plant breeding program,
yellow canopy syndrome, automation of
irrigation, varieties, and the new adoption
strategy.

The SRA board also took the opportunity in
discussions with CBL directors to mention that
SRA Board - Dr Ian Johnsson, Stephen Guazzo, Lindy Hyam, Dr Helen Garnett,
those growers who are not already members (if
Ian Sampson, Dr Guy Roth, Dr Ron Swindells and CEO Neil Fisher
you are receiving correspondence and
visited the Burdekin last week
communications directly from SRA then you
are already a member) to realise that just because you are paying levies doesn’t automatically make you a member; you must
make application to SRA to become a member. SRA has flagged that there are important changes to the constitution being
proposed later this year and that only members can vote on these. Application forms for SRA membership are available at the
CBL office or can be accessed by clicking here.
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Dawson MP George
Christensen Board
Update

What is Solar Flex

Jody Horan of award winning solar installers Horan & Bird
Energy Solutions is proposing to conduct an information
evening for growers interested in finding out about the
economics of the new Solar Flex program.
Horan & Bird have already installed several systems for
growers that have demonstrated savings in their costs of
energy for irrigation.
If you are interested in a no obligation presentation please
phone Jody on 4721 3022. A time, date and venue will then be
set for Jody to conduct the presentation in the Burdekin.

CBL Board met with George Christensen MP
Owen Menkens, George Christensen, Sib Torrisi, Greg Rossato,
Roger Piva & Wayne Smith

George met with CBL directors last week to provide an update
on certain topics and to discuss any issues raised when he
attended the June board meeting.
Of particular note was the information and discussion around
the pending review process for the Sugar Industry Code of
Conduct; a review is required for the mandatory code within 18
months of the date of introduction which was April last year.
A terms of reference is being prepared and meetings with
stakeholders will be conducted over the next six
months. CANEGROWERS have already convened a working
group from the growing side of the industry for the code review.
During the review process growers will be encouraged to write
to express their support for the retention of the code.

BOM Climate and
Weather Workshop –
Bowen

DAF Bowen Research Facility, 45 Warwick Road, Bowen
The Queensland Farmers’ Federation, the Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM) and the Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries (DAF) are delivering a series of workshops for
primary producers and service providers in regions impacted
by Cyclone Debbie.
Listen to climate and weather specialists and BOM senior
forecasters discuss climate and weather risks, seasonal
outlooks and weather forecasting.
Lunch Provided!
For more information or to register to attend visit Eventbrite.
Please RSVP by 17 July 2018.

Wilmar knocks back
CSA request

A request to Wilmar for some simple changes to be made to
Schedule 9 to send information to the GEI marketer at the
same time as the GEI marketer is invoiced for GEI sugar
delivered to the terminal has been declined by Wilmar. This
remains on the agenda with Wilmar as a relatively small
measure to tidy up information flow that has been found to be
wanting to ensure transactions between Wilmar and QSL are
correctly identified and thus eliminate uncertainty.
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QFF advocacy delivers
Budget doesn't
AgMAC
stack up for
farmers and their communities are one step closer
Queensland agriculture Queensland
to achieving a vision for the future of agriculture in the state
The Queensland Farmers’ Federation (QFF) and industry
members are underwhelmed by a lacklustre 2018-19 State
Budget that lacks vision and overlooks the important role
agriculture plays in Queensland’s economy.
QFF CEO Travis Tobin said that while the Queensland
Government had delivered on its election commitments, this
year’s Budget was again a missed opportunity to address some
critical competitiveness and productivity issues, and exciting
growth opportunities for the sector, which would benefit all
Queenslanders.
“Credit to the government for fully delivering on its election
commitments, upholding biosecurity funding for the Red
Imported Fire Ant and Panama Tropical Race 4 eradication
programs and maintaining funding for existing drought relief
arrangements,” Mr Tobin said.
However, Mr Tobin said that some of the critical and important
bigger picture issues facing the sector had been ignored.
“We must start to see a higher priority and more strategic intent
for agriculture in the government’s most significant annual
document.”
“By 2030, two-thirds of the world’s middle class will be living in
the Asia-Pacific region. To make the most of this demographic
shift and subsequent demand for food and clothing,
Queensland agriculture will need to intensify so we must
address current competitiveness challenges and increase
investment in the longer-term enablers and drivers of
sustainable and profitable intensified production systems.”
“That means genuinely addressing electricity and water
affordability and the productivity nexus between them, targeted
connection infrastructure funding, and strategic spending on
risk management to help deal with climate variability. Much of
this was outlined before the last election.”
“We also need to reverse the continued divestment in the
sector. While there is a slight increase in total portfolio funding
this year, in real terms State Government spending on
agriculture has decreased at an average annual rate of 1.7%
over the last 15 years.”

following continued advocacy by the Queensland Farmers’
Federation (QFF) and industry members.
The establishment of the Agricultural Ministerial Advisory
Council (AgMAC) has been welcomed by QFF as a positive
first step in addressing and genuinely working through issues
the sector is facing.
QFF President Stuart Armitage said QFF and industry
members were looking forward to working with government to
progress and resolve agricultural issues and build a more
strategic approach by government towards the sector.
“QFF has been advocating for AgMAC to be established for
some time. We didn’t quite get it up and running last
Parliament, so it is encouraging that the Queensland
Government has committed to doing something about it early
in its new term,” Mr Armitage said.
“Many of the issues impacting on agriculture are complex, with
various competing government policy priorities and objectives.
AgMAC provides a forum to address these cross-portfolio
challenges and achieve a more synergistic government policy
for agriculture.”
“There is also a real need for long term orientation and
investment to drive a more competitive and sustainable
system. AgMAC is an opportunity for the government to back
the sector by progressing some critical competitiveness and
productivity issues, and exciting growth opportunities.”
“A strong, profitable and sustainable agricultural sector is good
for everyone. Besides providing the highest quality food and
clothing for people at home and abroad, it helps government
balance the books, provides much needed regional economic
stability and meaningful employment, and enables better
environmental outcomes to be delivered.”
“AgMAC has the opportunity to re-establish the agricultural
sector as a strategic economic pillar – something that farmers
are looking for and all Queenslanders benefit from.”

“With the government’s effort to make sure election
commitments were funded now out of the way, it is time to
refocus the agenda on targeted and strategic investment that
will help drive the sector forward to capitalise on the
opportunities that exist.”
“We have waited a long time for the Agricultural Ministerial
Council to be established, so when it does finally get off the
ground, the sector’s competitiveness, productivity and
development must be its focus.”
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More warning
lights for
Burdekin crossings

Wilmar Sugar has installed more warning lights at busy cane
rail crossings in the Burdekin ahead of this year’s crush.
Crushing started at Wilmar’s four Burdekin mills last Tuesday
(12 June) and cane trains are on the move, hauling empty bins
to sidings.
General Manager Cane Supply and Grower Relations Paul
Giordani said Wilmar had upgraded safety features at two key
cane train crossings this maintenance season to further reduce
the risk of collisions or near-hits with cane trains.
“We have an extensive public awareness campaign around
cane train safety and the need for people to always approach
crossings with caution,” Mr Giordani said.
“We’re also continually working to improve the visibility of our
crossings, particularly those that intersect busy roads or
highways.”
Mr Giordani said pre-warning lights had been installed at two
active crossings in the Burdekin ahead of this year’s crush:
One at McDesme on the Bruce Highway between Ayr and
Home Hill, and the other on the Ayr-Dalbeg Road at Airville.
“Because the McDesme crossing on the Bruce Highway gets
so much traffic, we’ve also installed overhead flashing lights
there to serve as an additional warning system.”
Mr Giordani said there were six collisions and nine near-hits
involving Burdekin cane trains last year – most of which
involved local residents.
“A number of the collisions were due to tractors, trucks or cars
failing to give way to locos at crossings without flashing lights.
We also had an incident where a cane transporter was parked
too close to the rail corridor and was clipped by a loco.”
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Enhanced extension
project manager
appointed

Niall Connolly is well
known as one of
Ireland's most prolific
singer-songwriters,
but is not to be
confused with DAF’s
very
own
Niall
Connolly
who
recently joined the
department to lead
the new enhanced
extension
coordination project.

Niall has been living and working in the tropics for over 20
years, focusing on stream and wetland ecology, water quality
improvement and natural resource planning. He has an
extensive work history across northern Australia, much of
which has focused on programs to improve water quality.
He started his career working for the Queensland and Northern
Territory fisheries departments and then worked for 13 years at
the Australian Centre for Tropical Freshwater Research
(ACTFR, now TropWATER) at James Cook University, where
he was a lead researcher in the Catchment to Reef program.
More recently, he was a team leader with the Queensland
Government (EPA, DERM, and DEHP) before joining Greening
Australia as the GBR Rivers and Wetlands Program Manager.
At Greening Australia, he worked with landholders, NRM
organisations and industry to restore coastal wetland habitat,
aimed to improve the quality of water entering the GBR.
Niall said that one of the things he loved most about his last job
was working directly with landholders to undertake on-ground
works and he was keen to continue that kind of engagement in
his new role.
“I’m looking forward to the challenge of working with Regional
Coordinators to better support engagement and extension
programs across GBR catchments, encouraging collaboration
across organisations and using the best available knowledge to
find solutions collectively with landholders”, he said.
Niall is based in Townsville and will be leading a team of
Regional Coordinators based in each of the six NRM regions
along the reef catchment to identify ways to better apply and
tailor extension services to support whole-of-farm outcomes.
This project will interact with a wide range of Australian and
Queensland government funded projects, particularly those
delivering on-ground services to producers to ensure minimal
duplication and maximum impact.
The project originated out of a recommendation in the Coutts
Review (2017) to increase adoption of agricultural land
management practices leading to improved water quality.

QSL’s Advances
payments

QSL will make two Advances payments next week, as the first
payment of the 2018 Season is made along with the June
Advances payment for the 2017 Season.
For Wilmar Growers, QSL will make its June Advances
payment for the 2017 Season next Wednesday 20 June, a day
earlier than the usual Thursday payment run, with the first
Advances payment for 2018-season deliveries to be made the
following day on Thursday 21 June.

Farm changes and
transferring pricing

Wilmar Growers who need to transfer 2017-Season pricing as
the result of a farm sale, leasing change or business
restructure must have all necessary paperwork, including the
required deeds of novation, signed and submitted to QSL by
Wednesday 27 June 2018.
For further information regarding this process, please contact
your local QSL Grower Services Team member or call the QSL
Direct Helpline on 1800 870 756.

Key deadlines for
Target Price Pool rolls
QSL TARGET PRICE POOL
20 June 2018

Unfilled orders beyond this date will be rolled to the October
2018 Contract. Costs may apply.

20 September 2018

Unfilled orders beyond this date will be rolled to the March 2019
Contract. Costs may apply.

15 January 2019

2018-Season Pricing Completion Date for MSF Sugar Growers
only.
Unfilled orders for MSF Sugar Growers beyond this date will be
filled by QSL at the next market opportunity.

20 February 2019

Unfilled orders beyond this date will be rolled to the May 2019
Contract. Costs may apply.

19 April 2019

Pricing Completion Date for the 2018 Season.
Unfilled orders beyond this date will be priced by QSL at the next
market opportunity.
(As noted above, MSF Sugar Growers have an earlier 2018Season Pricing Completion Date of 15 January 2019)

As rolling will occur automatically beyond the dates above,
growers not wanting their unfilled Target Price Pool orders to
roll need to ensure that they have achieved their target price
prior to 20 June 2018. Beyond this date, they can prevent
subsequent rolls by adjusting their targets to ensure their
orders are filled prior to the roll deadlines for the October and
March contracts.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
Executive Comment
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Attended the 2018-19 Queensland Budget Briefing by the Premier and Deputy Premier and Treasurer, The Hon Jackie Trad
MP. The Budget was largely focused on delivering election commitments and as such was helpful in terms of following
through on agreements for workforce development and energy audits. It lacked in any strategic focus for future agricultural
investments.
Ongoing work on the rural leadership program capacity building strategies.
Attended a meet and greet with Mr Ikuo Hosoya from Idemitsu Japan to discuss interests in Biofutures projects.
Industry catch-up with Australian Beverages Council CEO, Geoff Parker, to discuss initiative on health and nutrition.
Industry Roundtable teleconference regarding sugar and nutrition media coverage.
Catch-up with QFF and Growcom CEOs to discuss shared services and inter-office efficiencies.
National Sugarcane Industry RD&E Strategy meeting to discusses next steps beyond the recent industry forum hosted and
managed by SRA.

Research, Development and Extension (RD&E)
✓
✓
✓

CANEGROWERS met with SRA with regard to ideas for the implementation of the National Sugarcane RD&E Strategy and
possible next steps for the follow up to the Futures Forum.
CANEGROWERS, SRA and ACFA met with staff from the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for a briefing on the
Queensland Agriculture and Food Research, Development and Extension 10-Year Roadmap and Action Plan. It was
confirmed that there was no additional funding and agriculture will be included as part of other departmental budgets.
CANEGROWERS attended a presentation on a Rural R&D for Profit project, “Stimulating private sector extension in
Australian agriculture to increase returns from R&D”, which included research on the sugarcane industry. It was interesting to
hear that in response to the statement “I always know where to get the information or advice that I need”, cane growers
ranked highest. However, they ranked lowest in the likelihood of paying a private consultant. This indicates the importance of
the industry owned organisations for information and advice.

Queensland Farmers Federation (QFF)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

CANEGROWERS attended the QFF Council Meeting and the main items of interest on the agenda were the work happening
around energy, the water pricing issues, vegetation management policy options and the biosecurity liaison functions.
Attended QFF Resource Planning and NRM Committee meeting. Discussion included:
Reef Policy and Projects including reef regulations, Reef Alliance Project and reef funding.
Water and Energy Policy issues including submissions on electricity, water pricing pathways, Rural Water Use Efficiency
funding.
Update on energy savers project.
Update on the EPBC Act review being undertaken in agriculture and QFF’s submission.

Bio-futures
✓

CANEGROWERS reviewed a further iteration of the Mercurius Biorefining model for drop-in diesel and jet fuel. There is a
long way to go before this technology is commercialised.

Reef Programme Survey – Responses Needed
✓
✓

CANEGROWERS Reef Programme project will be coming to a close at the end of June. The five-year project has supported
articles on best management practices, CaneTube video competitions, Farmers Teaching Farmers on-farm activities and
Virtual Bus Tour DVD’s and YouTube video’s on farming practices.
CANEGROWERS is seeking feedback on the project and has prepared a survey as part of the evaluation. We are keen to
get your opinion so please respond if you are willing and go into the draw to win a $100 fuel voucher. The survey can be
accessed at https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ZBSWJCG

Great Barrier Reef Foundation
✓
✓

QCGO met with Anna Marsden, CEO of Great Barrier Reef Foundation.
The meeting provided the opportunity to discuss CANEGROWERS involvement and actions to support water quality to the
Great Barrier Reef, the Smartcane BMP and Cane Changer programs and future engagement with the GBR Foundation.

Cane Changer
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

John Pickering presented the Cane Changer project to CANEGROWERS Mackay, local extension officers and staff from the
Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries (DAF) in Mackay. The briefing was well received and there is a desire
to roll-out the program in Mackay. Separate meetings were held with DAF and CANEGROWERS Mackay.
Meet with Sugar Research Australia in Mackay and DAF to discuss project linkages and upcoming opportunities.
The Cane Changer team met with Tully CANEGROWERS, and a local Tully grower to finalise the upcoming women and
families workshop. The next workshop will be held in early July and will focus on record-keeping and Smartcane BMP.
The Cane Changer team met with Tully Smartcane BMP facilitator, Nick Stipis to discuss project linkage and the upcoming
record-keeping workshops in Tully. Nick will be leading the module that covers record-keeping requirements for Smartcane
BMP.
Shed meetings were held in Innisfail with 55 growers attending the five meetings across the two days.
The Cane Changer team met with Stephen Calcagno, Cairns Region CANEGROWERS Chairman, to discuss upcoming
Cane Changer activities and the roll-out of the monitoring strategy across the region.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
Electricity
✓
✓
✓
✓

Provided feedback to Energy Queensland at its fourth forum in relation to the forthcoming Ergon Energy and Energex
Regulatory Proposal and Tariff Structure Statements.
Participated in AER Consumer Reference Group teleconference ahead of the release of its draft rate of return guideline.
Finalised CANEGROWERS submission to Energy Qld on its tariff structure for 2020-25, raising a concern that current tariffs
appear inconsistent with the rules.
Met Ergon senior executive to discuss the submission and issues associated with the development of network tariffs that
would support food & fibre production, including irrigation.

Marketing
✓
✓
✓

Meetings were held with District Offices in the Cairns Region, Mossman and Tableland continuing the consultation on the
development of CANEGROWERS marketing information services. The feedback is overwhelmingly supportive of
CANEGROWERS being active in this space.
Working with ACFA and BDCGO, CANEGROWERS is preparing for the commencement of the review of the federal Sugar
Industry Code of Conduct. The review is expected to commence at the beginning of July.
Reviewed a Synergy proposal to assist the development of a joint grower submission to the forthcoming review of the federal
sugar code of conduct.

Trade
✓
✓

The EU-Australia FTA negotiation is schedule to be launched later this month when EU Trade Commissioner Cecilia
Malmström visits Australia. Ahead of that visit, CANEGROWERS participated in a teleconference with T&L Sugars to
coordinate strategy for the full inclusion of sugar in the FTA.
CANEGROWERS jointly with ASMC wrote to Australian Ambassador to the USA, Joe Hockey indicating the Australian
industry’s readiness and willingness to supply any additional US import need and suggesting options to increase Australia’
quota sales in the short and long term to the USA.

Agri Technovation - Platform
✓

CANEGROWERS met with Agri Technovation who offer a spatial platform to collect data and provide agronomic services for
growers in a number of agricultural industries and countries. They are doing work in the Cairns region (not with cane) and
may be able to offer a 100m by 100m soil survey on a cane farm as a trial. Further information is required before this is
finalised.

Transport

The last in the current series of transport workshops was completed in Ingham with about 40 growers in attendance. The National
Heavy Vehicle Regulator (NHVR) provided information on the new heavy vehicle chain of responsibility laws which come into
effect in October this year. Growers were encouraged to visit the NHVR website for information aimed at farmers.

Smartcane BMP

The BMP delivery team met by teleconference to
discuss: the head agreement for new phase of
BMP; District BMP plans for Phase 3; Progress with
implementation of the Marketing and comms plan;
Non-core modules; and sustainable sugar.
Participation in BMP – we are approaching 300
accredited farming businesses.
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Pricing information
2017 Season Advances
Schedule
As at 30 April 2018

Default
Advances

Default

Default
Pricing
Indicative
price

Cash on delivery
Advances

Jun -17
20 Jul 17
17 Aug 17
21 Sep 17
19 Oct 17
16 Nov 17
21 Dec 17
18 Jan 18
15 Feb 18
15 Mar 18
19 Apr 18

65%
65%
65%
67.5%
70%
72.5%
75%
80%
85%
90%
92.50%

357
363

90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
92.5%

17 May 18

95%

373

95%

21 Jun 18
Jul -18

97.5%
100%

383
393

97.5%
100%

Confirmed
Advance Rates are based on a grower's individual estimated final sugar price.
For more information growers can access Wilmar's monthly Pool Reports,
Allocation Account Amount Reports, their applicable Advance Finance Charge
via the reporting page of the Pricing and Payments
section of the GrowerWeb. The cashflow forecast tool is also available in the
Pricing & Payments section.

2017 Season Advances Schedule
As at 27 April 2018

Applicable
from
Initial
24 Aug 17
19 Oct 17
14 Dec 17
25 Jan 18
22 Feb 18
22 Mar 18
19 Apr 18
17 May 18
21 Jun 18
July 18

Forward
Pricing

Default
Pools %
Rate

Default
Pricing
Indicative
price

60%
70%
72.5%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
95%
97.5%
100%

60%
70%
72.5%
75%
80%
85%
87.5%
90%
95%
97.5%
100%

252.08
305.64
309.12
336.99
355.98
361.05
372.40
381.18
401.48
413
423

Percentage rate approved by QSL Board
The program above is indicative only in its entirety and should not be taken as a
commitment by QSL with regard to either the advance rate or date of increase.
The program may change during the season depending on movements in the
marketing and shipping plans, sugar price and currency movements and timing
of cash flows. Suppliers’ positions in relation to any pricing elections may also
impact the timing and size of advance payments.

QSL Indicative ICE 11 prices

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 19 June 2018
Crop Year

Indicative Price

Movement

2019 Season

370.57
392.52

-2.08
-1.98

2020 Season

401.72

-2.22

2018 Season

Calculation using ICE Closing Prices or equivalent Bank Swap Rates and
prevailing AUD/USD exchange rates
Refer to https://www.wilmarsugarmills.com.au for additional Pricing
Information and trends

Estimated Wilmar 2017 Pool Prices
As at 31 May 2018
Net pool price
($/Tonne IPS)
Wilmar Production Risk Pool

$385

Wilmar Managed Pool

$412

Wilmar US Quota Pool

$648

Wilmar has contributed economic interest sugar from its farms to this pool, to provide added
tonnage to the pool and also to align the interests of growers and Wilmar to maximise the pool
price outcome. Wilmar economic interest sugar in this pool will receive the same price as
growers. The pool is priced on a 1:2:2:1 basis
Gross Pool Prices are an estimate based on the tonnes hedged and current market price (as at
the last business day of the month) for unhedged tonnage.
Allocation Account Amounts begin the season as estimates and are reviewed and updated on
a monthly basis as actual premiums and costs are known.
The monthly pool price report is available on the Wilmar grower web

The figures quoted above are indicative of available ICE 11 prices as at the current date
and reflect the weighted average AUD/mt price. The prices have been adjusted to include
Over-the-Counter (OTC) margin fees charged by banking institutions and, therefore, may
differ from daily prices quoted by the ICE #11 Exchange and/or other Marketers of Growers’
Economic Interest in Sugar (GEI Sugar). Values also do not account for any adjustments
resulting from local grower-miller pricing arrangements. For more information, view the
latest QSL Market Snapshot here.

Estimated QSL 2017 Pool Prices
As at 11 May 2018
Net pool price
($/Tonne IPS)
QSL Harvest Pool

$417

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$400

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$369

QSL US Quota Pool

$578

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$506

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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1.

QFF and industry members are underwhelmed by a
lacklustre 2018-19 State Budget that lacks vision and
overlooks the important role agriculture plays in
Queensland’s economy. QFF media statement HERE.

2.

The Queensland Government announced funding in the
budget for drought affected communities and biosecurity.
Read Minister for Agriculture Mark Furner’s statement
HERE. See the LNP’s State Budget’s agriculture response
HERE.

3.

QFF’s CEO Travis Tobin spoke to the QLD Country Hour
about QFF’s response to the Queensland Budget and the
need to address some critical competitiveness and
productivity issues, and exciting growth opportunities
within the agricultural sector. Take a listen HERE.

4.

5.

6.

The Queensland Government needs to work closely with
QFF, its industry members and local irrigation
communities to address how best to implement water
measurement
and
compliance
reform
without
compromising productivity. QFF’s QCL column HERE.
The latest Reef Alliance: ‘Reliable Five’ is now available.
Stay up-to-date with the latest reef news including the
fight against the invasive tilapia fish and turtle
conservation work increasing the success rate of green
turtle hatchlings. Read more HERE.
The waste levy introduced in the Queensland
Government’s Recycling and Waste Industry Directions
Paper will make waste disposal more expensive for all
businesses including the state’s agricultural sector and
may result in increased illegally dumped wastes.
QFF's QCL column HERE.

7.

QFF’s Senior Policy Advisor Dr Georgina Davis recently
spoke to The Guardian Australia about the spread of large
scale solar developments across Queensland’s prime
agricultural land. You can read the story HERE.

8.

The Australian Government has announced an additional
$20 million in funding to extend the Rural Financial
Counselling Service (RFCS) for farmers struggling with
financial hardship or drought and help them build
resilience in their businesses. Details HERE.

9.

The Australian Government will invest $25 million for a
fourth round of the Mobile Black Spot Program, to deliver
improved mobile coverage to more regional and remote
communities across Australia. More information HERE.

10. The Work Safe Queensland Farm Safety Calendar
Colouring Competition for 2019 is now open. 12 $250
vouchers are up for grabs to primary students whose
illustrations help spread the farm safety message. The
competition closes on 29 June 2018, enter HERE!

QFF is a federation that represents the interests of peak and
national agriculture industry organisations which in turn
represent more than 13,000 primary producers across the state.
CANEGROWERS is a major commodity member of QFF.

Terry Granshaw
0437 553 149
tgranshaw@bps.net.au

Jasmine Connolly
0438 934 601
jconnolly@bps.net.au

Smartcane BMP selfassessment workshops

BMP self-assessment workshops will be held fortnightly on
Monday mornings (9 –11 am) with the next meeting scheduled
July 2.
The self-assessment is the first step towards BMP
accreditation.
Growers who have completed the selfassessment and would like to continue on to accreditation
should also contact Terry or Jasmine.
Please RSVP to:
Terry Granshaw - 0437 553 149
Jasmine Connolly - 0438 934 601

IrrigWeb workshops

IrrigWeb workshops will be held fortnightly on Thursday
mornings (9 - 11 am) with the next meeting scheduled June 21.
Workshops will cover: setting up a farm and paddocks;
determining the irrigation point; and entering irrigation
information.
You will need an internet capable laptop or tablet. Phones are
suitable for recording irrigation events but their screens are too
small for the initial setup. If you don’t have a laptop or tablet
please let us know so we can organise one.
Please RSVP to Marian Davis - 0428 927 079.
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Burdekin River Bridge

Temporary lane closure
Monday 18 June to Friday 22 June 2018
As part of the Burdekin River Bridge Rehabilitation project, the
Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR) wishes to
advise of single lane closures on the Burdekin River Bridge,
Home Hill on the following dates (weather permitting):

Monday 18 June 2018
to
Friday 22 June 2018
9.30am to 2.45pm
(please note start and finish times)
During this time, speed and width restrictions will be in place
and the site will be under traffic control.
North and
southbound road users should expect minor delays.
To minimise disruptions, heavy vehicles operators with loads
three (3) metres wide or greater must contact Michael
Brennan on 0409 643 768 to advise of an anticipated time of
arrival to allow for road barriers and other infrastructure to be
cleared. Failure to give advance warning will result in further
delays.
We apologise for any inconvenience and seek your
cooperation
during
this
program
of
works.
If you have any queries in relation to this work, please contact
Mrs Dana Hildebrandt on 1800 625 648.
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Contact Us
canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.

HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

CANEGROWERS Hall
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Wayne Smith

General Manager

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

Racheal Olsen

Solaris Insurance Brokers
Manager

0428 834 802
4790 3604
4790 3602

4790 3601

Published Fortnightly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

43 114 632 325
PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
(07) 4790 3600
(07) 4783 4914
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

4790 3606
0408 638 518

racheal_olsen@solarisinsurance.com.au

Disclaimer

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au

DIRECTORS

Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

Owen Menkens
Deputy Chair

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

spilla8@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0418 713 563

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Invicta

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

Kalamia

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Sue Wright

sue@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Inkerman

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

